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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing is a new innovative technology that provides sharing of computing resources over the 

network. Cloud users and cloud service providers have a legal agreement for services and users pay as per use. Cloud 

computing provides resource and cost optimization that attract IT companies to use cloud more. Due to rapid increases in 

cloud services and cloud users it’s more important for cloud service provider to serve better services in fewer casts. Users 

are demanding for better performance from cloud service providers. Performance of cloud computing depends on various 

factors such as load balancing, efficient work flow and load distribution among computing devices. In this paper we are 

presenting a new performance improvement model is introduced “Advance Anticipatory Performance Improvement 

Model for Cloud Computing (AAP-IMC)”, for cloud computing. The proposed “AAP-IMC” performance improvement 

model presents a set of solutions for load balancing in the Cloud. Proposed model uses combine strategy of another two 

methods “MFL-APSOM” and “ADRS-DDMC”.   
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing as its name suggests, it is a new innovative computing style where same time various cloud uses the computing 

resources on the Internet. In the recent era of technology and innovation, this new technology has emerged as a very strong option 

for not only large, scale level organizations but also very much useful for small level organizations, those only access the 

computing resources, whatever they want to use[1,4]. Typically Cloud vendors, chose to implement an efficient automatic load 

balancing mechanisms into their service delivery system. This approach allows the numbers of resources to be adjusted with 

changing the demand levels. In well managed Cloud infrastructure, load balancing functions is not an option it’s a must. The goal 

of the load balancers are o promote the availability and service provisioning of the Cloud resources, and the secondary goal is to 

improve the overall performance of the system and improves system throughput and efficiency.

2. Related work in performance improvement of Cloud computing- 

Cloud Computing offers plenty of benefits to the users. Infinite availability of the resources, beneficial payment model, and 

scalability and elasticity specifications of the Cloud networks motivated businesses to change their legacy system with the novel 

Cloud infrastructure [1, 5]. Scalability and elasticity can be highlighted as the main benefits of the Cloud Computing. Scalability 

enables users to add or remove resources from their networks at any time [2, 9]. Conversely, elasticity emphasizes on dynamic 

resource allocations. In fact, elasticity explains the definition of the "pay-as-you-go" model which is allocating and releasing the 

resources according to the user's requirements argues that, although elasticity introduces many benefits to the users, effective load 

management is essential to guarantee the availability of the resources [3,5].  

 

Table 2 Cloud benefits & Opportunity 

Benefit Opportunity 

Scalability Add or remove resources on demands 

Elasticity Allocate and release resources upon usage 

Mobility Accessing the Cloud network is not dependent on time and location 

Low infrastructure cost Helps small businesses to grow sooner 

Increased data storage Access to large storage capacity for data storage and backup plan 

Disaster recovery 
Using the virtual backups recovery will be 4 times faster than using another 

system than cloud 
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In cloud computing following parameters directly affect cloud performance. 

A. Load Balancer and Load Balancing  

B. Work flows between nodes 

C. Resource consumption such as memory, storage and processors. 

 
Figure 2- Server utilization model of cloud computing 

 

In Figure 2 presents a hybrid Server utilization model of cloud computing. The load balancer narrows down the server options 

based on the server address proximity to the location of the requestor. In this case, server 1, 2 and 3 are the closest. Because 

server 2 is fully utilized, the load balancer passes the request to server 1 or 3 which have not fully utilized their resources [7, 8]. In 

this scenario applying the closer IP address management will increase the availability and performance of the system. 

3. Proposed “AAP-IMC” Model 

Cloud load balancing server allocated the load at the time of increasing the several CPUs or memories for their resources to scale 

up with the increased demands. This service is primarily applied for commercial enterprise demands. In cloud the resource 

optimization is the most important process. Nowadays, many organizations use cloud storage. Many requests can occur at a time 

in a cloud which gives more problems in the cloud. The important issues are server crash, failover and outage. Some outages are 

lengthy and it may take more hours or days to solve the problem.  

 

Cloud  computing  is  a  circle  of  several  virtual  machines  that  are  sliced  into virtual servers and placed at different 

geographical locations for providing services to customers. The “AAP-IMC” proposed method deals with the following research 

challenges in the cloud- 

a) Efficient load balancing. 

b) Optimization of resources. 

c) Identification of reliable VMs.  

d) Better performance of complete system. 

Availability Rapid deployment of the infrastructure to access the resources 
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Figure 3- Phases in Proposed Model 

The proposed performance improvement model “Advance Anticipatory Performance Improvement Model for Cloud Computing 

(AAP-IMC)”, for cloud computing. The proposed model presents a set of solutions for load balancing in the Cloud. Proposed 

model uses combine strategy of two proposed methods “MFL-APSOM” and “ADRS-DDMC”, in various phases. 

 

3.1 PHASE 1 MFL-APSOM –It is based on “Modified fuzzy Logic and Advance Particle Swarm Optimization Model (MFL-

APSOM)”, to optimize the total execution time of tasks in the workflow applications. It is based on heuristic algorithm that uses 

“Modified fuzzy Logic and Advance Particle Swarm Optimization Model (MFL-APSOM)”.   

 

The key objective of applying the MFL-APSOM method is to minimize the total tasks execution time by verifying the load 

fluctuations of the interconnected tasks. The model optimizes the load balancing method by minimizing the total execution time. 

In the Cloud architecture, in order to manage the allocated tasks, there is an application scheduler designed to balance the 

workload between available resources.  

 

3.2 Phase 2 “ADRS-DDMC”- It is based on “Anticipatory Data Replication Strategy with Dynamic Distributed Model for Cloud 

Computing (ADRS-DDMC)”. This phase introduces a novel dynamic data replication method that is functioning based on 

anticipations to create the pre-replicas for future needs of the sites.  This method uses anticipatory data replication for increasing 

the reliability and availability of cloud data. Pre-replication can increase the data availability and robustness of the Cloud systems 

and hence requested jobs can be completed with minimum execution time and high network usage output. In the second Phase, 

the reliability and failure VM is identified and in the last phase efficient resource optimization is accomplished.  

 

3.3. Final phase cloud performance improving “AAP-IMC” model-  
Final phase of this research work investigates “Advance Anticipatory Performance Improvement Model for Cloud Computing 

(AAP-IMC)”, for cloud computing. The proposed “AAP-IMC” performance improvement model presents a set of solutions for 

load balancing in the Cloud. Proposed AAP-IMC model uses combine strategy of two proposed methods “MFL-APSOM” and 

“ADRS-DDMC”, in various phases. Managing accessibility for application performance is a key challenge for QoS. 

 

PARAMETERS IN PROPOSED AAP-IMC 

Phase I (MFL-APSOM) Phase- II (ADRS-DDMC) 

Response Time Mean Job Execution Time 

Execution Time Effective Network Usage 

CPU Load Total Number of Replicas 

CPU Time Soft error rates % 

Memory Rate Resource Availability 

Work flow soft error rates Time Consumption 

        

Table 3.2 Parameters in proposed AAP-IMC 

 

4. Expected outcomes of proposed “AAP-IMC” Model- 

Some of the specific advantages of the proposed methodology over the existing load balancing and reliability algorithm are given 

below- 

1) Increase the VM speed 
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2) Reduce processing time 

3) Reduce context switching 

4) Reduce waiting time of the request in the queue 

5) Increase reliability by identifying failure VMs earlier 

6) Efficient resource allocation in VMs 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

This research work presents a performance improvement model “AAP-IMC” for cloud computing. Performance of cloud 

computing can be improve by efficient load balancing, and task scheduling. For validation of our proposed model performance 

model in future work we will implement the proposed model and existing models and compare various performance parameters. 
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